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What is ACF? Stale and explain any four properties ofACF.
OR

a State thc conditions for wide sense stationary random pr'ocess.

b Wlite short notes on ergodic random processes.

bNrunl
Discuss thc propcrtics ofcross power density spectrum.

Discuss the rolation between cross power spectrum and cross correlation functio[.
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(Answer all the Questions 5 x 2 = l0 Marks)

a State Baye's Theorem.

b State Central Limit Theorem.

c What is a stationary process?

d Write some properties of auto Power density Spectrum.

e Explain mean value ofoutput response.

PART.B
(Answer all Five Units 5 x l0 = 50 Marks)

Define the following with examples. Ll 10M
i. Sample space ii. Event iii. Mutually exclusive events. iv. Independent

evenls.

OR
Discuss Joint and conditional probability.
When are two events said to be mutually exclusive? Explain with an example.

a Discuss the properties of conditional distribution function.

b Ifthejoint PDF oftwo-dimensional random variable (x, y) is given by:

l.\.\(x.)i = : : for(Ex:t- 0:Y:x
= 0 : odliruise

OR
Thejoint pdfis given as

f..-(x.yt =" '?'+-'r furx:0sndy > o.

Find (i) the value of A (ii) the maryinal density functions.
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ljind the autoco[elation function.

l0 a Explail about LTI system.

b Find the power density spectrum ofresponse ofa linear syslem.

OR
I I Write notes on:

(i) Band Pass random process.

(ii) Band limited random process

(iii) Nanow band random process.

+*+END**:r.
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